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To Do or NOT to Do
That is (or was) the question
• Should heterogeneity corrections be included in clinical trials?
• How do the dose algorithms include the effect of inhomogeneities in the dose calculation?

Why have accurate dose algorithms
• Effectiveness of radiation therapy depends on maximum TCP and minimum NTCP. Both of these quantities are very sensitive to absorbed dose (5% change in dose corresponds to 20% change in NTCP)
• We learn how to prescribe from clinical trials and controlled studies. Their outcome depends on the accuracy of reporting data

Inhomogeneity Corrections Clinical Examples - Lung
• Mah & Van Dyk (1991)
  – reviewed 100 thoracic patients
• Conclusions
  – Within lung, corrections are significant (0.95-1.24)
  – Target dose corrections are significant (0.95-1.21)
  – Substantial variation over patients (-5% to +21%)
  – Dose uniformity reduced in corrected distributions
  – In ~80% patients, probability of lung damage underestimated by >5% (up to 19% if corrections not applied)
Inhomogeneity Corrections
Clinical Examples

• Orton et al (1998)
  – Developed benchmark test case
  – Reviewed 322 patients enrolled in RTOG 88-08

• Results
  – Benchmark lung corrections
    • Measured: 1.14 (Co-60)–1.05 (24 MV)
    • Calculated: 1.17 (Co-60)–1.05 (24 MV)
  – Patients: 0.95–1.28, mean=1.05, SD=0.05
    • For lateral fields: mean=1.11, SD=0.08

• Conclusion
  – Lung corrections lead to significant variations
  – Density corrections will help reduce these variations
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NON-SMALL CELL LUNG CANCER

6.4.1 Dose Calculation: Doses are to be calculated with heterogeneity correction, i.e., correction is to be made for density differences between air spaces, lung, water-density or bony tissue. Treatment planning should be performed in accordance with the prescribing doses to each target, together with restrictions in dose to normal tissues …………….
3D Dose Calculation - 10MV beams
90 cGy per beam to iso

Homo at iso 5034 cGy
Hetero (2.5D) at iso 4869 cGy
Dose at isocenter is 3.3% higher for the 2.5D calc.

Homo at iso 5034 cGy
Hetero (3D) at iso 5401 cGy
Dose at isocenter is 7.3% higher for the 3D calc.
About 10% difference from 2.5D

Convolution predicted CF
vs field size
vs density

The effect of inhomogeneity is included in the conv/superposition algorithm by:

20% 1. Scaling the TERMA by tissue density
20% 2. Scaling the kernel by tissue density
20% 3. Applying O’Connor theorem to both the TERMA and the kernel
20% 4. Calculating the TERMA in radiological space and scale the water kernel by the tissue density
20% 5. Applying tissue specific convolution kernels
TG-65 Recommendations

- The physicist should understand the effect of the dose calculation resolution grid, and its effect in computed dose.
- The physicist should maintain an open dialogue with clinicians and be clear on limitations of the TPS. For each clinical site (e.g., left breast, right lung, larynx etc.), there should be 5-10 treatment plans generated, with & without inhomogeneity corrections. The dose prescription should be the same for both cases.

*TG-65 recommends energies of 12 MV or less for lung radiotherapy.*

Current Practice: Prescription

- Heterogeneous plan used for *up-front* MU
- Select the calculation point to be in the appropriate place (not necessarily the isocenter)
- Dose prescribed to the appropriate isodose line (such as 95%)
  - i.e., 7095cGy @ 95%, which is 7468cGy @ Isocenter
- Limited to 6 MV
- Dose grid, use 3mm Resolution

RPC: Credentialing for Lung Protocols

- RPC evaluates dose to TLDs
  - Criteria: ± 0.05
- Evaluate DTA from film data
  - ± 5 mm at all sides of target
- Analysis does not currently include variation across the target but RPC has proposed to include such evaluation
### Summary of Systems Passing Existing Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System/Algorithm</th>
<th>Percent of Points Within:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pencil Beam-Clarkson</td>
<td>69 ±28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolution-Superposition</td>
<td>88 ±23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Should heterogeneity corrections be included in clinical trials?

- 20% Yes; the treatment outcomes will improve
- 20% Yes; The accuracy of the reported dose will allow for further dose escalation
- 20% Yes; will enable us to perform radiobiological evaluations of plans
- 20% Yes; Accurate reporting of planned dose between participating institutions will allow for a meaningful evaluation of the trial outcomes
- 20% No; we have historically prescribed based on homogeneous dose planning and we do not know what to deal with inhomogeneities

### Conclusions

- The motivation for high dose accuracy stems from:
  - Steep dose response of tissue
  - Narrow therapeutic windows
- Early calculation models are based on broad beam data and assume CPE conditions that introduce calculation errors
- Inhomogeneity based computations alter both the relative dose distribution and the absolute dose to the patient
- Credentialing with RPC. New Protocols are now requiring inhomogeneity corrected doses to be reported

- State of the art algorithms for photon dose computation should be used for both conventional and IMRT planning (convolution/superposition or better)
  - What you calculate is what you get …
  - Better outcome analysis and studies
- Pencil beam algorithms can introduce significant systematic and convergence errors in IMRT and should be avoided when possible
- Monte Carlo algorithms are now fast enough to become contenders in the RTP arena, but they don’t demonstrate a clear improvement over the convolution/superposition implementation.